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Summary
L.A. Al Fresco is a temporary emergency response program created in 2020 during the
COVID-19 pandemic to allow outdoor dining on sidewalks, parking lots, and streets. The
program aimed to help local businesses remain open and in compliance with public
health requirements by increasing business’ space for outdoor dining and streamlining
the authorization process.The response to the program has been overwhelmingly
positive, and over 2,500 participants have taken advantage of the program since its
introduction. The success of the program has resulted in a desire and direction from the
City Council to implement a comprehensive transition from a provisional to a permanent
L.A. Al Fresco program.

In Summer of 2022, Los Angeles City Planning (LACP), in conjunction with the Los
Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT), released two surveys to the general
public and current participants of the provisional L.A. Al Fresco program. A total of 308
unique business owners and 2,775 individual respondents of the general public
participated in the surveys which provided guidance on the draft Ordinance. The
following report summarizes the results of the general survey.

For more information about the transition of the L.A. Al Fresco program and to view
results from the survey completed by participating businesses, visit
https://planning.lacity.org/plans-policies/outdoor-dining.

To provide comments or questions about the permanent L.A. Al Fresco program, email
staff at alfresco.planning@lacity.org, and follow us on Instagram at @planning4LA.
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General Survey Results

Respondents Impressions
Overall, a majority of General Survey respondents (96.3%) consisting of restaurant
patrons, adjacent business owners and residential neighbors, and community-based
organizations, reported a positive experience with the temporary Al Fresco outdoor
dining program. Below is a breakdown of the Survey results regarding impacts,
impressions, and considerations of the program. Please note that survey respondents
were able to select more than one response in some questions. For example, many
respondents have experienced more than one type of outdoor dining. Additionally, not
every Survey respondent answered every question.

Of the 2,775 General Survey participants:

98.6%
Of survey respondents have dined

at an Al Fresco restaurant.

96.3%
Of survey respondents have had a
positive experience with Al Fresco.
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Program Participation Considerations
General Survey respondents experienced the various types of Al Fresco outdoor dining
options across Los Angeles, citing public health concerns as the top reason for
choosing to dine outdoors, followed by a desire to support neighborhood businesses
and agreeable weather conditions. A majority of respondents submitted no concerns
with the Al Fresco outdoor dining program, however about a third expressed concern
about adjacency to traffic. Weather was a factor when electing to eat outdoors for only
about 21% of respondents, with an additional 45% selecting ‘Sometimes’ depending on
colder temperatures and if outdoor covering is available. A canopy, tent or umbrella was
preferred by about 11% of respondents, with an additional 58% of responses selecting
that their preference to dine outdoors with or without overhead cover depended on
weather conditions. 80% of respondents said that parking was not impacted when they
visited participating Al Fresco restaurants. Details regarding participation
considerations in the Al Fresco outdoor dining program are shared in Pages 4-6.
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Fre
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When asked if weather, climate, or season impact your decision to dine Al Fresco:

When asked if an uncovered outdoor dining area impacts
your decision to dine Al Fresco:
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When asked if transportation or parking was impacted
when visiting an Al Fresco business:
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General Comments
The statements submitted by survey respondents parallel the trends seen in responses
to the structured questions, centering around eleven general themes. A total of 1,471
out of the 2,775 survey respondents submitted a comment when asked to share ideas,
feedback, concerns or impacts encountered during their outdoor dining experiences.

The most commonly discussed themes were selected based on the most frequently
used words that were then categorized. The eleven themes and the respective
comments are summarized in the table and in the narrative sections below. Please note
that an individual comment may have discussed more than one theme. If a comment
mentioned more than one theme, they were accounted for in each of the categories that
the comment references.

Categories Total Count Comments

Confirmation of Positive
Experience

462
(16.6%)

“I strongly support continuation and
expansion. I feel it brings support to our local
businesses and provides an enhanced quality
of life for Angeles dining options.”

Walkability and
Multimodal Access

416
(15.0%)

“Expanded outdoor dining needs to be
accompanied with better transit options so
we can reduce the need for cars and parking
spaces.”

Parking
302

(10.9%)

“... vehicle parking must not [be] limited,
restricted, or diminished in any way - in fact
we need more available parking everywhere
so all businesses can have customers.”

Safety
214

(7.7%)
“There are no safety barricades and tables
are in the street with tents.”

COVID-19
196

(7.1%)

“I am immune-compromised and have not
dined indoors since COVID began. Please
keep it!”

Weather
195

(7.0%)
“We live in sunny CA, outdoor is a must.”
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Design
183

(6.6%)

“Encouraging good design for outdoor dining
would be welcomed, e.g., utilization of plants,
lighting, and less concrete barriers.”

Noise and Air Pollution
153

(5.5%)

“The noise is often a factor, it's just too loud
on Ventura Blvd in SF Valley to enjoy outdoor
dining.”

Enhances Community
Experience

97
(3.5%)

“Downtown has become more vibrant with
added seating from outdoor dining.”

ADA Access
51

(1.8%)

“... the city provided very little oversight of
this program and many businesses allowed
their sidewalk dining or curbside to ignore
ADA concerns.”

Cleanliness
50

(1.8%)

“The streets are dirty and overcrowded, and
restaurants do not seem to be adding
increased trash receptacles/collection to
address this.”

Confirmation of Positive Experience
Comments included the words “positive,” “great,” “love,” “wonderful,” “enjoy” and “success.”

463 survey respondents (16.6%) expressed a positive sentiment as they recall their
experience with the L.A. Al Fresco Program. Some of the most recurring impacts
mentioned in the comments included public health safety due to COVID-19, supporting
local business, temperate weather and increased vibrancy to the streetscape. Many
comments were in favor of converting parking lots into outdoor dining areas,
particularly with proper oversight, implementation and design considerations.

Walkability and Multimodal Access
Comments included the words “walk,” “walkable,” “walkability,” “pedestrian,” “bicycle,” “bike,” “multimodal,”
“transit,” “stroll,” “access,” “accessibility,” “slow down” and “active.”

416 survey respondents (15.0%) credited the Al Fresco program for improving the
pedestrian experience and called for more multimodal infrastructure like expanding
sidewalks, curb extensions and protected bike lanes, to be considered to continue
slowing down car traffic. However, there was also concern about bicycle paths being
blocked by in-street and curbside Al Fresco outdoor dining areas, as well as pedestrian
access along sidewalk outdoor dining areas.
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Parking
Comments included the word “parking.”

302 survey respondents (10.9%) specifically mentioned parking in their comment,
receiving a mixed response. 155 comments (5.5% of survey respondents) stated that
parking was impacted after in-street public and private parking spaces were converted
to outdoor dining areas.

Safety
Comments included the words “safe,” “safety,” “hurt,” “danger” and “fast.”

While many hope for a permanent program, 214 survey respondents (7.7%) mentioned
safety as a concern that needs improvement, particularly for in-street and curbside Al
Fresco outdoor dining areas that are located along busy thoroughfares and/or have
poor protective barriers installed. Other comments mentioned that the outdoor dining
areas also create a safer environment for pedestrian activity.

COVID-19
Comments included the words “COVID” and “pandemic.”

Few of the 196 survey respondents (7.1%) said that they no longer see the COVID-19
pandemic as a serious issue, however, the majority state that they continue to only eat
at restaurants with open air dining for adequate air ventilation to protect themselves
against COVID-19. Others mentioned that Al Fresco outdoor dining is a silver lining from
the pandemic era.

Weather
Comments included the words “weather,” “sun,” “sunny,” “rain,” “warm" and “cold.”

195 survey respondents (7.0%) point to Los Angeles’ weather as ideal for Al Fresco
outdoor dining, with sunny and blue skies during most of the year.

Design
Comments included the words “design,” “wood,” “structure,” “canopy,” “shelter,” “bollards,” “planters” and
“tent.”

183 survey respondents (6.6%) mentioned the need for quality design standards for
outdoor dining infrastructure that permeates into the public right-of-way. Comments
discussed appealing shade structures for hot days, protective barriers, permanent
fixtures, as well as expanding sidewalks and more foliage.
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Noise and Air Pollution
Comments included the words “noise,” “air,” “pollution,” “exhaust,” “sound,” “honk” and “loud.”

153 survey respondents (5.5%) mentioned that emissions and noise from adjacent
traffic were concerns impacting their experience dining outdoors. In contrast, some
respondents who lived near Al Fresco restaurants cited loud, disruptive behavior from
patrons dining outdoors and amplified music into the night. 45 survey responses
specifically included the word “noise.”

Enhances Community Experience
Comments included the words “community,” “neighborhood,” “vibrant,” “enhance” and “active.”

97 survey respondents (3.5%) believed the Al Fresco outdoor dining program enhanced
the city’s street life by inviting visible civic and economic activity, improving overall
quality of life in neighborhoods.

ADA Access
Comments included the words “ADA,” “wheelchair” and “ramp.”

51 survey respondents (1.8%) were concerned about ADA accessibility in Al Fresco
outdoor dining areas, suggesting that a permanent program should require ADA
compliance.

Cleanliness
Comments included the words “clean,” “cleanliness,” “trash” and “dirty.”

50 survey respondents (1.8%) were concerned about the cleanliness of Al Fresco
spaces, particularly in the public right-of-way where dust and debris from nearby traffic
accumulates in the outdoor dining areas and might not actively be maintained by the
participating Al Fresco business.

Other Themes
Based on comments submitted by the general public to date, the following other themes
emerged in general survey responses:

● 17 survey responses included the word, “trees” for natural landscaping that
enhances the pedestrian experience.

● 15 survey responses included the words, “drunk” or “alcohol.” Sentiments varied
between positive and negative, advocating for no restrictions on serving alcohol,
to restricting it entirely from outdoor dining due to safety and nuisance concerns.
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● 5 survey responses contained the phrase “street vendors.” Some comments
expressed their concern of the loss of public space for street vendors, further
criminalizing this specific economic activity. In contrast, others were concerned
that there would be no public health and safety enforcement, drawing
comparison to street vendors.
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